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Objectives for the training

❑ Participants will be able to describe the risks 

associated with youth vaping and nicotine use 

❑ Participants will be able to explain the 

misconceptions around e-cigarettes and vaping

❑ Participants will be able to explain the relationship 

between vaping and potential cannabis use

❑ Participants will be able to name 3 things they can 

do provide support and referral
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Why do we need to address youth 
tobacco use?
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Key Messages from CDC

❑ Nicotine is highly addictive and can harm brain 
development, which continues until about age 25.

❑ Expectations of positive outcomes from smoking, such 
as coping with stress and controlling weight, are 
related to youth tobacco use.

❑ Nearly 9 out of 10 cigarette smokers first tried smoking 
by age 18, and 98% first tried smoking by age 26.
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Targeted Youth
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Key Messages cont’d

❑Mental health: There is a strong relationship 
between youth smoking and depression, 
anxiety, and stress 

❑Nicotine is addictive in ways like heroin and 
cocaine.

❑Young people who use tobacco may be more 
likely to use alcohol and other drugs such as 
cocaine and marijuana.
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E-cigarette use is taking over
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Youth Use & Myth Busters
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E-cigs and vape devices

Cig-a-like Tank Style Mod Unit

Smaller and not customizable by user Larger and customizable by user
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Anatomy of an e-cigarette
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The Tech
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E-liquids
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Pax Era –
the 
Cannabis 
oil vape  
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Youth Appeal

❑ #doitforjuul
❑ “iphone of e-cigarettes”
❑ Pods are disposable but can be 

taken apart
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Other USB-Shaped Vapor Products

•Kandy Pens’ Rubi
•MLV’s PHiX
•Myle
•Altria’s Markten Elite
•Stig
•Aspire Breeze 2
•ROLO Badge
•Kanger Uboat
•Khree UFOVuse Alto
•Myblu
•The Byrd
•Juno
•Smoktech
•Coilart’s UME
•Vapor Storm’s Stalker
•Cig2o’s STIK 
•Xfire
•KILO 1K
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Suorin in many forms
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Hookah

Less harmful than smoking 
cigarettes?

NO! Hookah smoke carries many 
of the same health risks as 
cigarettes!
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Public Health Perspective

❑ For adults who already smoke, switching to e-

cigarettes is probably less harmful than continuing 

to smoke, but they have to quit smoking cigarettes 

completely 

❑ For adults who never smoked or are former 

smokers, or are pregnant women, e-cigarette use 

could be harmful to their health 

❑ For youth, e-cigarette use is unsafe for their 

health and should not be done at all
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Seeing through the
smoke vapor.

❑ Health concerns

❑ Marketing to youth

❑ NOT a quit smoking 
device
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5 A’s: Best practice guidelines

❑ 5A’s : evidence-based approach; systematic, client 
centered

❑ Brief interventions doubles cessation rates

❑ Counseling + medication = highest rates of successful 
quit

❑ Motivational Interviewing
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Use motivational interviewing

❑ Listen carefully 
❑ Don’t judge, don’t nag
❑ Explore youth’s values 
❑ Let the youth do most of the 

talking
❑ Ask permission to share what you 

know
❑ Use reflections
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What are the 5A’s?

❑Ask: Systematically identify tobacco users

❑Advise: Advise them to quit

❑Assess: Assess willingness and ability to quit

❑Assist: Help with quit resources

❑Arrange: Follow-up
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Abbreviated intervention

❑ASK about tobacco use:
“Do you use tobacco or vape?”

❑ADVISE to quit:
“Quitting tobacco is the best thing you can do for 
your asthma.”
“Are you interested in quitting in the next 30 
days?”

❑REFER / ASSIST with resources:
IF READY to Quit; “here’s a resource…”
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Symptoms of withdrawal

❑Feeling down or sad

❑Having trouble sleeping

❑Feeling irritable‚ on edge‚ grouchy

❑Having trouble thinking clearly and concentrating

❑Feeling restless and jumpy

❑Feeling more hungry or gaining weight
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Helping with a quit plan

❑ Set a quit date
❑ Tell family, friends, co-workers
❑ Anticipate challenges
❑ Remove all tobacco
❑ Refer to cessation resource
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Nicotine Replacement

During the quit process, nicotine 
withdrawal may bring on feelings 
of frustration, restlessness, or 
irritability. 

❑ It’s uncomfortable to quit…
❑ USE NRT WITH COUNSELING for

extra support
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Ideas you can use to support youth

❑Reinforce the quit message

❑Bring it up in conversation

❑Share info on the latest research

❑Refer to quit apps, websites, provide info

❑Engage and encourage your school to create change
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Online resources

Smoking Cessation Leadership Center 
http://smokingcessationleadership.ucsf.edu/ 

Center for Tobacco Cessation 
www.CenterForCessation.org 

American Academy of Family Physicians 
www.askandact.org 

Surgeon General’s Report 
www.cdc.gov/tobacco 

www.smokefree.gov
www.quitline.com
www.truthinitiative.com

QuitStart App
NEW

http://www.smokefree.gov/
http://www.quitline.com/
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Escape the Vape!
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FREE online tobacco training

Time required:
90 minutes; two 45 minute sections

Equipment needed:
Computer with high-speed internet connection, 
ability to hear audio (headphones, speakers)

To Register:
Email Norilyn.delapena@kingcounty.gov 
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“Quitting smoking is the easiest thing in 

the world to do, I’ve done it a thousand 

times!”

-- Mark Twain




